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Abstract: The recent pandemic has raised significant challenges worldwide. In higher education,
the necessity to adopt efficient strategies to sustain education during the crisis is mobilizing diverse,
complementary, and integrative action in response. In this research article, we rise to the challenge of
designing and implementing a transparent strategy for social media awareness at King Abdulaziz
University (KAU). We introduce a framework for social media impact, termed the KAU Pandemic
Framework. This includes the factors with the most important role in enhancing the deployment of
social media in crisis in order to minimize the negative impact on education’s sustainability. We used
a mixed-methods approach, integrating quantitative statistical analyses of social media data and
online surveys and qualitative interviews in such a way as to construct a comprehensive framework.
The results show that a methodological framework can be justified and that Twitter contributes
significantly to six areas: administrative resilience; education sustainability; community responsibility;
positive sentiment; community bonds; and delivery of promised value. The components of our
proposed methodological framework integrate five pillars of the strategic adoption of social media:
social media governance; social media resilience; social media utilization; decision-making capability;
and institutional strategy. Finally, we show that the KAU Pandemic Framework can be used as
strategic decision-making tool for the analysis of the gaps and inefficiencies in any social media plan
that is deployed and the management challenges arising from the pandemic.

Keywords: pandemic; social media; social impact; higher education; framework; best practices;
COVID-19; King Abdulaziz University; administration

1. Introduction

1.1. Higher Education Challenges in Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Times

Higher education institutions are facing various challenges at this time, related to the delivery of
top-quality education and the utilization of their resources and competencies. The recent pandemic
emergency has brought forward two further significant shifts: traditional academic institutions
with slow-moving processes and bureaucracy must adopt fast to the new conditions and set up
efficient communication and awareness channels for diverse stakeholders. At the same time, new
technologies, for example social media, are revolutionizing traditional communication [1–3]. In this
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context, this study emphasizes the adoption strategy for social media at a leading academic institution,
King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Saudi Arabia.

The current coronavirus disease—COVID-19 pandemic is having a tremendous impact on the
strategies and procedures of higher education institutions worldwide. Some aspects of this change
are summarized in the following paragraphs. One of the most critical implications is the need both
to manage the communication of significant knowledge and messages to key stakeholders fast and
effectively and without compromising trust in the institution, and to increase its capacity for an effective
response to pandemic emergency management.

From the other side, the rapid transition from face-to-face to online training in a very short
period is challenging communication structures and flows between and among higher education
administration, faculty, students, alumni, the student community and their families and governmental
observatory bodies.

From a technical point of view, the use of emerging or streamline technologies such as social
media and web-conferencing platforms raises significant issues relating to codes of ethics, privacy
protection, data regulation, and security, and many others [4–6]. In the context of a well-established
academic institution with thousands of students and faculty members, there is a critical need to specify
transparent procedures on the use of technological resources, data, and procedures.

The quality of management in higher education is related to its capacity to deploy novel tools
and services for collecting and analyzing data to enhance decision-making. Big data technologies,
as well as analytics and data mining, including text mining and sentiment analysis, provide higher
education with a new pool of sophisticated decision-making capabilities [2,6,7].

In the next paragraph, we present the governance of social media utilization in KAU. This provides
this study with access to critical institutional data on the use of Twitter during this emergency.

1.2. Governance of Social Media Utilization at KAU

KAU has more than 120,000 students enrolled in 185 different majors, and offers diplomas,
bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and doctoral degrees. KAU has 28 colleges, 28 centers of excellence,
5 specialized institutions, 9 deanships, and 24 supporting centers for educational and research activities.

Almost all Saudi universities use Twitter for multiple purposes, mainly to reach large audiences
in a short period of time. Universities can not only reach their students, but also share relevant news
items, such as academic achievements and distinguished awards in Saudi society. However, although
the use of Twitter might seem to represent a positive, it can also have a negative impact if it is not
used in an organized and strategic manner. Social media gives users the freedom to participate and
hold open discussions on many topics without imposing any restrictions. In many cases, it is up to
individuals to decide on the suitability of the content that they would like to share with an audience.

The freedom of sharing individual views using an official university account can be limited.
For instance, society may hold KAU responsible for a tweet that is perceived as negative, for any
reason, and this would be not only a legal risk, but also damaging to KAU’s academic reputation.
Therefore, to govern the utilization of social media, the KAU university has established the KAU Web
Observatory Centre in 2014 motivated by the idea of Web observatories [8]. The KAU Web Observatory
Center has authored a code of ethics to govern and regulate the use of social media by all accounts that
represent KAU on social media platforms. This code has been approved by higher administration at
KAU and implemented for the past three years. It gives general guidance on how the accounts and
employees that represent the University should behave. In addition, it constitutes a group of legal
guidelines on avoiding what may bring harm to the University and specifying what is permissible
under Saudi Law and regulations. Finally, the KAU code of ethics contains instructions for handling
many known issues, such as harassment, safety, and conflict of interests.

The KAU Web Observatory Centre is a research center that strives to measure the impact of
social media on higher education. One of the essential duties of KAU’s Web Observatory Center is to
provide the University and its members with research-informed evidence and guidelines on ways to
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make use of social media in the educational domain. In addition, it encourages the implementation
of the KAU code of ethics by providing continuous short courses on the code and the best ways to
implement its guidelines. Finally, it provides several types of analytical reports. Weekly reports show
the performance of the University accounts against a group of predefined key performance indicators
(KPIs) that are shared with all responsible for managing University accounts. Monthly reports highlight
the main University events and their members, along with a statistical evaluation of the interaction with
these events and the crowd’s sentiments, a group of situational reports on specific events, and reports
on hashtags relating to specific academic events at KAU. These reports play a role in enhancing the
awareness of the individuals responsible for managing the University’s official accounts in such a way
as to help them to measure the impact of their social media activities and to send a focused message,
tailored to their duty to promote KAU’s departments.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a critical literature review on the use of
social media in academic institutions in time of crisis. In Section 3, we present the overview of our
research methodology composed of our research model and the research objectives. Analysis of the three
combined research methods is in Section 4, including statistical analysis of Social Media (Twitter) Content
in Section 4.1, qualitative analysis in Section 4.2 and quantitative analysis in Section 4.3. The main
discussion and key findings are presented in Section 5, relating to the five research objectives of our
research. The key contribution of our research, the KAU Pandemic Framework, is then summarized in
Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we present the conclusions and future research directions for this work.

2. Literature Review: Analyzing the Use of Social Media by Academic Institutions in a Pandemic

This study promotes multidisciplinary research grounded on the intersection of the disciplines
of social media, higher education administration, and data science. In recent literature, there has
been an increasing body of knowledge relating to the wide adoption of social media and Twitter for
communication in higher education. Additionally, pandemic emergency management is a well-defined
domain with significant contributions from diverse scientific communities [9,10]. In our study, these
two research domains are the reference disciplines. In this section, we elaborate on selected literature
that contributes to our research model.

2.1. Social Media Utilization in Academic Institutions

In the rapidly expanding discussion on the use of Twitter in higher education, several
complementary studies have provided fertile ground for further investigation (Table 1). In a study
on how colleges and universities deploy Twitter, Linvill et al. [11] found that most higher education
institutions use Twitter as a monolithic, inflexible, and static means of communication. They analyzed
the absence of non-dialogic communication and concluded that Twitter represents a limitation to the
impact of social media if its use as a single newsfeed is not the optimal way to deploy social media.
In our study, this poses a key requirement from the outset. We intend to build a methodological
framework for the dialogic, interactive use of Twitter in higher education institutions, and we focus on
the case of KAU in a pandemic.

In a relevant study, Palmer [12] focused on the adoption of Twitter for Australian university
communications with stakeholders. The main purpose of the study was to understand what makes
this communication more efficient in terms of promoting a university’s communication objectives.
The author proposed a visualization method. In our study, the concept of efficiency is critical.
The adoption of social media is studied through the lens of its capacity to serve the institutional goals.
Especially in the context of the current pandemic emergency, the component of efficiency requires a
well-defined study of the institution’s strategic goals and objectives. It is vital to investigate how KAU
deploys the external Twitter accounts of institutions and stakeholders in order to execute its own social
media strategy for impact.

Bélanger et al. [13], in another key study, analyzed the way that Canadian universities use social
media to promote their branding. One of the most interesting findings was that individual contributions
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to social media and the discussions that they initiate have a critical impact. In our study’s context of
analyzing the impact of social media on pandemic emergency management, this is an additional level
of analysis. We are concerned with the interactions of individuals, for instance the students, faculty
and, administrators, and their capacity to promote further efficient and creative communication.

Another critical aspect of the literature is higher education institutions’ use of Twitter as social
media. In a recent study by Kimmons et al. [14], by adopting advanced data mining techniques,
the authors analyzed 5.7 million tweets by higher education institutions in the United States.
They concluded that, in most cases, Twitter communication is limited and monologic, and that
knowledge is aggregated through a limited ecosystem of trusted external web resources. In our study,
we are investigating an institutional strategy for social media adoption that goes beyond our main
finding that Twitter is not being used to promote action.

Another aspect in the literature is related to governance and security related to the use of social
media in academic institutions. An overview of the literature review regarding the adoption of social
media by academic institutions can be viewed in Table 1. In a relevant study, Tripathi [15] found that
most Indian universities have an unofficial presence on social media but that there are significant
concerns regarding security and governance. In the context of a pandemic, due to the features of
knowledge dissemination, both accuracy and trust in the resources and knowledge are critical. In an
academic institution such as KAU, it is vital that official, trusted communication is secured. In the
same direction, Otto and Williams [16] tried to understand how 24 universities adopt official Twitter
accounts in daily practice. The key finding was that even though most institutions have an official
account there is only rather limited understanding about the added value of using Twitter in daily
practice and for university services.

Table 1. Overview of literature review for the adoption of social media by academic institutions.

Literature Review

Author(s) Title of Article Key Contribution Impact on Our Research Model

Linvill et al.
(2012)

Colleges’ and
Universities’ Use of

Twitter: A
Content Analysis

It was found that institutions are not employing
Twitter in a dialogic way and, instead, they are

employing it primarily as an institutional news feed
to a general audience.

There is a key inquiry for dialogic
Twitter use in higher education.

Palmer (2013)

Characterization of
the Use of Twitter by

Australian
Universities

In this study, a two-year analysis is conducted of the
adoption of Twitter by Australian universities with
stakeholders in their environment. A visualization

method is proposed for more
efficient communication.

The determinants of effective
communication are also in the

focus of our research. We want to
build a framework for social

media impact in higher
education institutions.

Bélanger et al.
(2014)

How Canadian
Universities Use
Social Media to

Brand Themselves

Authors analyze how Canadian universities promote
their brand by deploying Twitter. In this study also is

a critical insight that, beyond institutional
contributions, individuals and students contribute to

the branding with their own perceptions and
contributions on social media.

We have to take into account the
significant impact of Twitter and
social media on perceptions and
branding, especially in times of

pandemic emergency.

Kimmons et al.
(2016)

Institutional Uses of
Twitter in US

Higher Education

Authors analyzed 5.7 million institutional tweets and
concluded that in most cases universities use Twitter

in a monologic, static way to disseminate content
from a limited ecosystem of external resources,
communicating neutral or positive sentiment.

Our proposed institutional
framework for the strategic

impact of social media (SM) needs
to investigate value-adding

components for value delivery
through Twitter.

Tripathi (2016)

‘Unofficial’ Presence
of Higher Education
Institutions in India

on Social Media:
Good or Bad?

Authors study the unofficial presence of universities
in India, in social media, with focus on Facebook and

Twitter. They conclude that there is a significant
presence, with main concerns related to branding

and security.

Institutional presence in SM
requires governance and a code of
ethics developed by institutional

centers for SM management.

Otto and
Williams (2016)

Official Use of Social
Network Sites by

African Universities

A thorough study on the official use of SM in 24
African universities. The main finding is that

academic institutions need to understand more
deeply the added value of SM.

The analysis of the impact and
added value of SM is our intention
and a key aspect of our research

problem, especially for
official accounts.
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This is an interesting finding for our study. We are concerned with justifying the value-adding
components of a strategic impact framework for official institutional use of social media in the context
of a pandemic emergency. Twitter is presented in the literature as a form of social media that is
effective for initiating discussions and prompting interaction. In our study’s case, pandemic emergency
management requires an integrated strategy to respond to various users’ requests and questions.

In Figure 1, below, we provide a constructive interpretation of the relevant literature review,
related to the use of Twitter and social media from universities and colleges. This is one of the key
aspects of our research problem. Our intention to construct a methodological framework for the
strategic social impact of social media in academia is directly related to the issues depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research problem aspects.

Key Implications for Social Media Utilization in Academic Institutions

The critical literature review of social media use in the previous section is constructively interpreted
here. A key aspect of our contribution is related to the main dimensions of a potential social media
impact framework for higher education. As discussed in previous paragraphs, the social media impact
in universities and colleges worldwide must take into consideration the following parameters:

Dialogic communication: It is necessary to investigate how Twitter and social media promote
the ideas of dialogic communication. A static dissemination of knowledge and awareness may be
significant, but interaction and engagement are of crucial importance.

Interaction with external stakeholders: Academic institutions’ official use of Twitter, and social media
in general, must involve trusted resources and information from a network of external stakeholders.
This is extremely important in the case of a pandemic emergency, where trusted knowledge is
related to official communications by organizations such as the World Health Organization and
national ministries.

Institutional strategy: The strategic use of social media in universities and colleges must be founded
on solid institutional strategies that are capable of governing and utilizing resources. A key aspect
of this strategy is Institutional branding, which permits the strategy to capitalize on added value for
the reputation of academic institutions. It is important for our study to understand how the efficient
management of social media contributes to positive perceptions of the academic community. Thus,
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Efficiency and Perceptions management is a critical pillar of any strategy for the use of Twitter in academia,
and it is a key aspect of the problem addressed by this research.

Governance of social media in universities and colleges is a critical success factor of the strategic
impact of social media. It seems that there is a direct link between governance and the Dissemination
strategies and promotion of active engagement. In the same context, the continuous monitoring of positive
sentiment is another direction for efficiency measurement that is of key importance to our study.

In the next section of our literature review, we present a selective critical review of scientific works
related to pandemic management. As explained at the beginning of this section, our study focuses on
the analysis of social media’s impact on management during a pandemic.

2.2. Pandemic Management Literature Review

One of the key components of our study relates to the effective communication of health risks
associated with the pandemic. Several studies in the literature provide significant insights and
contributions to this context. Vaughan and Tinker [17] discuss a Framework for communication
preparedness and implementation that summarizes the key actions toward efficient communication
of health-risk related messages to key populations. They elaborate this through ‘Recommendations
for Public Health Planners and Risk Managers to Enhance Health Risk Communication Preparedness
for Vulnerable Populations’. This is a very interesting study that has a direct link to the core research
objective of our approach. We are concerned to analyze how social media impact can enhance
health-risk communication and promote significant related academic purposes on the core topic of
higher education institutions’ teaching and learning.

Hanson-Easey et al. [18] deployed a focus-group research approach to investigate how social
capital has a positive impact on the communication of health risks. This approach has an input into our
research methodology. The study of the impact of social media in higher education institutions needs
to be enhanced by focus-group analysis, with groups formed of key higher education administrators
capable of communicating specific aspects of the pandemic emergency strategy. Concerning the
research agenda for such focus-group approach, Muniz-Rodriguez [19], in a systematic review of
44 research articles, analyzes how social media have been deployed in the management of natural
disasters. The review reveals diverse contributions through social media to emergency plans and
disaster management.

Akter and Wamba [20] contribute to the scientific discussion of disaster management by analyzing
the potential of ‘big data’ and analytics. Their study analyzes numerous works and concludes that ‘big
data’ methods, such as visualizations, can promote the efficiency of disaster management plans. In our
research, we take into consideration the potential of ‘big data’ and analytics research and deploy the
data available through the sophisticated the KAU Web Observatory platform, which monitors social
media contributions in the academic institution under study.

In our approach, the integration of previous ideas contributes further insights into the
methodological framework depicted in Section 2.1 (Figure 1). Thus, our research targets the
following areas:

• The understanding of perceptions of members of a focus group consisting of key stakeholders
and academic decision-makers at KAU.

• The analysis of sophisticated big data and data-mining platforms capable of providing a real-
time overview of the interactions of target users, with specific communication messages for the
pandemic emergency.

• The construction of a methodological framework, with pillars relating to social media use and
impact, as well as an institutional strategy for a pandemic emergency.

In Table 2, below, we summarize the key aspects of our selective literature review of contributions to
social media research into efficient pandemic emergency management. We studied various works, but
the chosen articles represent the focus of our study and contribute significantly to our research problem.
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Table 2. Overview of literature review for the pandemic emergency communication and social media.

Literature Review

Authors Title of Article Key Contribution Impact on Our Research
Model

Vaughan,
and Tinker

(2009)

Effective Health Risk
Communication
About Pandemic

Influenza for
Vulnerable
Populations

The authors discuss the challenges of
health-risk communication and

introduce a thorough Framework for
Communication Preparedness

and Implementation.

One of the key priorities in our
research is to construct an
integrated framework for
social media‘s impact on

communication in a
pandemic emergency.

Hanson-Easey et al.
(2017)

Risk communication
for new and

emerging
communities: The
contingent role of

social capital

In this study, the authors discuss the
role of social connectedness, or ‘social

capital’, in mediating the dissemination
and interpretation of natural hazard risk

information for new migrant
communities in South Australia. One of
the key aspects of their approach is the

deployment of a focus group.

The deployment of a focus
group in our research study

will enhance the
understanding of perceptions

and actions of higher
education administrators

toward effective
communication of a

pandemic emergency.

Muniz-Rodriguez
(2020)

Social Media Use in
Emergency Response
to Natural Disasters:
A Systematic Review

With a Public
Health Perspective

Authors analyzed 44 research articles
related to the contribution of social
media in the emergency response to

natural disaster. This systematic review
provides interesting insights for the

deployment of social media for
public health.

In our research model,
we need to integrate

benchmarks related to the use
of social media for

emergency response.

Akter and
Wamba (2017)

Big Data and Disaster
Management: A

Systematic Review
and Agenda for
Future Research

The authors discuss the contribution of
novel data-mining techniques to

disaster management and emphasize
the significance of visualization.

It is critical to our approach to
investigate how advanced ‘big

data‘ and data-mining
methods for social media data
can enhance decision-making

capabilities in
higher education.

3. Research Methodology

For the purpose of this study, we adopted a mixed-methods research approach in three
integrated areas:

• Quantitative analysis of social media (Twitter) content: statistical analysis of social media
content related to tweets belonging to all KAU university official accounts. These accounts
are associated with various entities of the University, such as colleges, deanships, hospital,
departments, and centers.

• Qualitative method: we interviewed the seven individuals responsible for managing KAU’s most
active official Twitter accounts in terms of number of Twitter posts and replies to users.

• Quantitative method: we designed an online survey consisting of 15 research questions/items,
targeting the managers of KAU’s 51 official Twitter accounts.

Research Model and Objectives

In our research model (Figure 2) there are six integrated components. The study of social media’s
impact in a pandemic emergency is organized around five complementary research objectives:
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• Research Objective 1: social media utilization. The main challenge here is to use statistical data
available through the institution’s web platforms in order to understand how KAU uses Twitter to
deal with the pandemic. Another critical aspect of this objective is to provide the rationale behind
the decision to use Twitter as a communication channel for the response to the pandemic.

• Research Objective 2: social media impact. It is important to understand the impact of KAU’s
social media strategy for the effective management of the pandemic emergency and for the
establishment of effective communication. Furthermore, the measurement of the impact is related
to the understanding of how social media helps an academic institution to adopt a fast-switch
strategy, from offline to online learning and teaching. The ultimate dimension of this research
objective concerns the impact of social media on effective communication in a pandemic.

• Research Objective 3: social media sophistication. The use of Twitter as a communication
channel for a pandemic emergency plan requires a better understanding of technical matters
concerning its efficiency. An analysis of how KAU adopted social media to communicate to the
crowd and which key messages were selected for the campaign are the critical aspects under
investigation in this study. Complementary aspects of this research objective are technical issues,
such as the best strategy to answer questions when there are massive numbers of Twitter replies,
and which Twitter service is the most effective to communicate during a pandemic.

• Research Objective 4: institutional strategy. Social media adoption is analyzed through the
lenses of institutional strategy and of critical organizational resource. We intend to study how
social media in times of pandemic can serve as key institutional best practice. Relevant questions
on this research objective concern issues such as the mid-term plan for the social media strategy
of the pandemic following a lockdown, and the key components of a campaign for effective
institutional communication in a pandemic.

• Research Objective 5: behavior analysis. Social media are capable of advanced data- mining
services, including text mining and sentiment analysis. In our study, we intend to provide an
initial understanding of issues relating to user satisfaction, the sentiments of social media users
relating to the pandemic emergency and the institution’s capacity to serve efficiently the various
stakeholders, including students, staff, and higher education administrators.

4. Analysis and Main Findings

In this section, we provide the initial analysis of our data, taking the research approach described
in previous sections. First, we present the quantitative statistical analysis of the data resident on
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KAU’s social media administration platform. Next, we analyze the key findings of the qualitative and
quantitative methods.

4.1. Quantitative Analysis of Social Media (Twitter) Content

For this study, we collected Twitter data from all tweets by KAU official accounts between
1 January and 31 March, 2020. The analysis involves 8200 tweets. The accounts are associated with
various KAU entities, such as colleges, deanships, hospitals, departments, and centers. In the following
sub-section, we show the number of tweets over the period for all accounts and the group of main
accounts to find out the change in Twitter usage. Moreover, we show the main hashtags associated
with the collected tweets.

4.1.1. Quantitative Analysis of Twitter Content: All KAU Accounts

In Figure 3, below, we summarize the content delivery in the official Twitter accounts at KAU.
There is an impressive increase in posts by all authors.
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In Figure 3, we depict an impressive finding about the deployment of Twitter at KAU: 8200 tweets,
in total, were posted in the three-month period from 1 January to 31 March, 2020. This is a sharp
increase in the number of tweets posted by all KAU Twitter accounts, representing a 245% increase
over the relevant previous period. This trend shows the extensive deployment of Twitter in KAU
in this pandemic period and prompts questions about the key messages that were communicated
in alignment with key institutional strategies. This issue will be answered both qualitatively and
quantitatively in the following sections.

4.1.2. Quantitative Analysis of Twitter: Main Accounts

In our study, we analyzed separately the Twitter accounts of the five entities expected to be most
heavily involved during the pandemic to find out whether there was any abnormal increase in their
Twitter usage. These accounts are as follows:

• Deanship of Admission & Registration
• Deanship of e-Learning and Distance Education
• Deanship of Students’ Affairs
• KAU Hospital
• Health Promotion Center
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Figures 4–8 below give an overview of the evolution over time of the tweets by these entities. It is
evident from the graphical patterns that the deanships and centers under study followed a fairly similar
strategy. There was an incremental deployment of Twitter for the communication and distribution of
knowledge and information on the pandemic emergency.
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An initial interpretation of these data is that social media, and especially Twitter, were deployed
at KAU as a key communication channel in the pandemic emergency. The analysis of the collected
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tweets from all KAU accounts shows that the KAU account managers replied to 1900 queries from
the crowd. This vast number (Figure 9) indicates a systematic approach by KAU’s administration to
provide timely, accurate, and efficient communication, allowing interaction with the targeted users.
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One of the most interesting findings on the application of text mining relates to the key topic of
tweets’ messages, replies, and discussions. Figure 10, below, gives a summary of the top hashtags during
the pandemic period, translated from Arabic to English for the purpose of this study. As expected,
a key component of all tweets is hashtags that include COVID-19:

• #New Corona_Virus
• #Corona_Virus_Covid19
• #We are all responsible
• #Prevention
• #The scientific endowment
• #Stay in the house
• #Saudi Ministry of Health
• #Deanship of Student Affairs
• #World Health Organization
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4.1.5. Discussion of the Quantitative Analysis of Social Media (Twitter) Content

This preliminary statistical analysis of key data from the Social Media Center in KAU highlights
four significant findings:
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1. KAU adopted Twitter as a key communication channel, with an impressive increase in content
dissemination and awareness during the pandemic emergency.

2. The main conclusion of this preliminary analysis of Twitter data is that KAU moved fast to adopt
Twitter as a trusted means of communication for the design and implementation of an institutional
strategy, aiming to disseminate fast, accurate and up-to-date knowledge on the pandemic with a
wide reach of targeted users. All the centers and deanships included in this research followed
a similar evolution of knowledge and awareness dissemination in their tweets. The adoption
of Twitter by the KAU Distance Learning Center to communicate critical policy-making and
teaching and learning-related facts and developments is impressive.

3. Over the same period, a significant increase was reported in the interactions and replies of KAU
users, mostly from all centers and deanships.

4. Sentiment analysis shows a significant evolution in neutral and positive sentiments during
this period.

5. Last, but not least, the hashtags adopted in most tweets are closely related to the pandemic
emergency and the new strategies launched by the KAU.

In the next section, on qualitative analysis, it is important to understand how social media helped
KAU to promote the flexibility and sustainability of education and learning over time.

In the second section of our analysis, in which we present the key findings of the qualitative
research through the focus-group study, additional insights will be provided by the key stakeholders
and administrators.

4.2. Qualitative Method

This section aims to provide further understanding on how Twitter was used to deal with
the pandemic. In other word, we investigate why the use of almost all KAU’s Twitter accounts
increased significantly. Therefore, a qualitative method [21] is used in this research through
semi-structured interviews containing the main question: how do you utilize Twitter to deal with the
pandemic emergency?

We interviewed the seven individuals, three males and four females, responsible for managing
KAU’s most active Twitter accounts in terms of numbers of Twitter posts and replies to the crowd.
The representatives of active KAU Twitter accounts are associated with centers such as the Deanship of
Student Affairs, the Health Promotion Center, the Clinical Skills and Simulation Center, the Faculty of
Human Science and Design and the KAU Media Center.

We approached the participants personally and asked them to provide written feedback, and then
this was combined and thematically analyzed. It resulted in three main themes on the usage of Twitter
during the pandemic: administrative purposes, education sustainability, and community responsibility.
These themes show how Twitter was used purposefully during the pandemic. We discuss the results
of each theme in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1. Administrative Purpose

Twitter was used to announce the new regulations from the Ministry of Education and KAU
effectively (see Table 3 below). The published rules explain the reasons for the shift to online-based
education and grade distribution and the approved online assessment tools. The number of interactions
between these accounts and students was massive. Students asked for further explanations, enquired
about issues such as the KAU banking services for students, the supply of free laptops for those in need
to undertake online learning and the technical issues that they encountered on the online platform,
and raised questions about administrative regulations.
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Table 3. Twitter’s effectiveness for administrative purposes in KAU.

Administrative Purpose Effective Student Response

Communication of regulations from
Ministry of Education and KAU Yes More questions, e.g., KAU banking services

for students

Rules for shifting to online education Yes Enquiries for free laptops to undertake online training

Grade distribution Yes Technical questions

Approved online assessment tools Yes Technical questions

4.2.2. Educational Sustainability

Based on qualitative analysis of the focus group, Twitter was used heavily for various duties to
sustain educational processes during the COVID-19 pandemic (see Table 4). To engage researchers
in these activities, it was used to announce the decision to conduct student defense of master’s
and doctoral qualifications online. In addition, it was used to announce student awards for online
competitions. Since tuition shifted to online, short courses were provided on using Blackboard and
online meeting platforms. Twitter helped to provide both online academic advice and psychological
counseling. KAU used Twitter to send spiritual, reassuring, and encouraging messages to students
to help them to feel positive and to overcome the side effects of the pandemic. In addition, Twitter
disseminated information relating to disabled students and students with autism, who were provided
with specialized online courses to keep them engaged in the academic environment during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 4. Twitter’s effectiveness for educational sustainability.

Educational Sustainability (Twitter Used to Communicate) Effective Student Response

Online defense for master’s and doctoral students Yes Positive reaction

Student award announcements for various online competitions Yes Positive reaction

Online short courses on using Blackboard and online meeting platforms Yes Positive reaction

Communication through Twitter of spiritual, reassuring and
encouraging messages to students, helping them to be positive and to

overcome the side effects of the pandemic
Yes Positive reaction

Disabled students and students with autism were provided with
specialized online courses to keep them engaged in the academic

environment during COVID-19 pandemic
Yes Positive reaction

Academic advice and psychological counseling Yes Positive reaction

4.2.3. Community Responsibility

Twitter helped KAU to perform its community responsibility duties during the COVID-19
pandemic (see Table 5). It was used to educate the community about COVID-19 and disseminate safety
tips via moving graphics and infographics and online workshops in nine languages. It provided ideas
for home-based activities during social distancing. Twitter also helped to respond to questions about
healthcare during the pandemic.

Table 5. Twitter’s effectiveness for community responsibility.

Education Sustainability (Twitter Used to:) Effective Student Response

Educate the community about COVID-19 and safety tips via moving
graphic and infographics and online workshops in nine languages Yes Positive reaction

Provide ideas for home-based activities during social distancing Yes Positive reaction

Respond to questions about healthcare during the COVID-19 pandemic Yes Positive reaction
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4.3. Quantitative Method

The quantitative method was used in this study purposefully, to provide factual evidence on how
Twitter was used during the pandemic. We designed a questionnaire with 15 questions, each with a
five-point Likert-type scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree, with a neutral midpoint.
We distributed the questionnaire to all 51 official Twitter account managers at KAU, and 19 of them
(10 males and nine females) responded to the questionnaire. We used Cronbach’s Alpha to test its
reliability, and the results show that the questionnaire is indeed reliable, as Cronbach’s Alpha value
is 0.907.

For the purpose of this research, we used the mean value of each question’s responses to measure
the agreement or disagreement of participants with the statements. The results show that the overall
mean value of all questions is 3.38, out of four, which shows that most responses were on the agreement
side, which represents the positive role that the use of Twitter played during the pandemic.

For each question, a Likert scale was used to indicate a positive perception of the effectiveness of
Twitter to promote the objectives of an institutional wide social media strategy (see Table 6).

The items with the strongest values relate to:

• The strategic use of Twitter for the social media campaign during the COVID-19 pandemic
(mean = 3.74).

• The capacity of Twitter to reach students immediately during the COVID-19 pandemic
(mean = 3.53).

• The realization of a greater social media activity during the COVID-19 pandemic (mean = 3.47).
• The efficiency of information provided on Twitter by KAU accounts to facilitate the switch to

online learning at KAU during the COVID-19 pandemic (mean = 3.47).
• The effectiveness of Twitter as a tool for mass communication (including messages and reply)

during the COVID-19 pandemic (mean = 3.47).
• The perceptions of users that KAU used Twitter effectively during the COVID-19 pandemic

(mean = 3.47).
• The ease of Twitter to support users to respond effectively to questions and comments (mean = 3.42).
• The preference for using Twitter over official communication channels during the COVID-19

pandemic (mean = 3.42).

Moreover, from the same analysis of items, additional bold findings are summarized here
as follows:

• Twitter helps communication between KAU students, faculty and administrators during the
COVID-19 pandemic (mean = 3.37).

• We try to reply to all questions received on Twitter during the COVID-19 pandemic (mean = 3.37).
• Using Twitter should be adopted in the emergency plan during the COVID-19 pandemic

(mean = 3.32).
• Twitter helps to reduce academic challenges to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic

(mean = 3.26).
• We are satisfied with using Twitter for educational purposes during the COVID-19 pandemic

(mean = 3.26).
• Twitter helps to reduce technical challenges to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic

(mean = 3.21).
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Table 6. Item statistics for our survey of official KAU Twitter accounts.

Item Statistics Mean

Our Twitter account is more active during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.47

You receive more questions regarding education and the COVID-19 pandemic 2.95

You respond effectively to questions and comments 3.42

Twitter helps to reach students immediately during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.53

We use Twitter for social media campaign during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.74

Information provided on Twitter by KAU accounts facilitated switching to online learning at KAU
during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.47

Twitter helps to reduce academic challenges to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.26

Twitter helps communication between KAU students, faculty and administrators during the
COVID-19 pandemic 3.37

Twitter helps to reduce technical challenges to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.21

Twitter is an effective tool for mass communication (including messages and replies) in the
COVID-19 pandemic 3.47

We try to reply to all questions received on Twitter during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.37

We prefer using Twitter to the official communication channels during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.42

Using Twitter should be adopted in the emergency plan during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.32

We are satisfied with using Twitter for educational purposes during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.26

KAU used Twitter effectively during the COVID-19 pandemic 3.47

5. Discussion

5.1. Research Objectives 1, 2, and 3: Social Media Sophistication Utilization and Impact

In Figure 11 below, we provide an overview of the qualitative perception of focus-group member
responses on the positive contribution of Twitter during the COVID-19 pandemic emergency. It is
evident that the use of Twitter contributed significantly in five ways:

• Administrative resilience: KAU adopted Twitter in order to communicate novel, flexible,
and trusted procedures relating to the shift of education and training to online, as well as
trusted content from key stakeholders’ accounts.

• Education sustainability: Twitter permitted the implementation of an effective communication
strategy of flexible, novel processes for the sustainable delivery of promised value in the education
process. This is a significant institutional gain for KAU that has great potential for the recovery
period following the pandemic.

• Community responsibility was built on the transparency and trust of the Twitter strategy.
The messages about staying safe at home and continuing to be productive and efficient during the
pandemic emergency helped to maintain positive attitudes across the KAU community.

• Another positive impact of Twitter use at KAU relates to the community bond. Providing ubiquitous,
flexible communication, a community bond and positive messages to students achieved a feeling
of belonging to an institution that cares about its delivery of promised value.
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5.2. Research Objectives 4 and 5: Behavior Management and Institutional Strategy

One of the main intellectual contributions of our study is associated with its methodological
framework, which can be used as an international benchmark for the strategic impact of social media
toward pandemic management in higher education institutions. In fact, the qualitative and quantitative
research presented in previous sections provides interesting insights into the effective use of Twitter
as a communication vehicle with a significant impact in higher education institutions at a time of
pandemic. Five complementary pillars provide a synergetic framework for the establishment of
effective mechanisms in such times. We provide below a brief overview:

• Social media governance: a key component of our framework relates to the governance of social
media within academic institutions, universities, and colleges. In KAU, the presence of the social
media center known as KAU Web Observatory for Web Studies permitted both the implementation
and execution of effective Twitter strategies and an alignment of social media communication
and institutional strategies. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, this was a critical success
factor that proved the readiness of KAU to promote efficiently the rapid changes to institutional
polices. A well-documented code of ethics for social media communications is a prerequisite for
the strategic impact of social media, together with trust mechanisms for content authors and the
content’s creation, syndication and dissemination.

• Social media resilience: as explained in previous sections, the three critical aspect of social media’s
impact and resilience are administrative resilience, educational sustainability, and community
responsibility. Furthermore, the promotion of positive sentiment, the delivery of promised value
and the community bond are critical aspects of social media’s impact and resilience. Twitter proved
to be a key enabler in KAU toward this critical milestone.

• Social media utilization: as a technical approach about social media use with relevance to the
literature, KAU adopted Twitter as a dialogic communication channel and secured valuable
communication by deploying trusted sources and content from external stakeholders. Thus,
the deployment of Twitter promoted the institutional brand and supported positive perceptions
about the capacity of the institution to manage the pandemic emergency.
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• Decision-making capability: in our methodological framework, social media impact needs to
be anchored in an institution-wide enhanced decision-making capability at higher education
administration level. This includes integrated ‘big data’ and analytics, the Social Media Observatory,
sophisticated key performance indicators, and studies of economic sustainability related to the
new post-pandemic emergency environment. This is a key aspect of our future research.

• Institutional strategy: the integral institutional strategy of social media impact in pandemic
emergency demands the orchestration of five components: governance of the pandemic emergency,
a communication strategy, a shift to an online context, and sustainability and economic feasibility.

6. KAU Pandemic Framework

Our key contribution, the KAU Pandemic Framework, is summarized in Figure 12. The framework
integrates the significant contributions from the critical review and from the combined research methods
applied in this study. It is a framework for social pandemic management through social media and can
be used by higher education administration as an advanced decision-making framework. It can serve
as a strategic management tool in universities and colleges to design and implement campaigns for
the social management of a pandemic. As analyzed in Section 5.2 above, the five synergetic pillars
constitute an integrated framework:

• Social media governance: in a higher education institution, it is critical to justify, promote,
and implement an integrated social media governance strategy. There are several key requirements,
relating especially to data protection, privacy, collection, and processing for meaningful academic
purposes. Additionally, governance of social media enables the consideration of microcontent
and social communications as a critical managerial asset for university and college purposes.

• Social media resilience: social media resilience is a concept that is introduced by our framework.
Flexibility and continuity of value delivery in the context of higher education institutions require
new perceptions of resilience regarding the academic objectives, sustainability, and development.
It is also about achieving a feeling of belonging in an organization that has the capacity to adapt
to emerging events and pandemics.

• Social media utilization: a core part of our framework is related to the sophistication of social
media platforms and data-processing capabilities.

• Decision-making capability: in our methodological framework, the social pandemic framework
is oriented to decision-making. It is not only a framework for describing the current status in
pandemic management but is integrated with advanced decision-making capabilities. In the
abstract-level presentation in Figure 12, the core components of the various subsidiary aspects of
the decision-making capability are not analyzed in any further detail. This is the aim of a future
publication on the use of the framework for decision-making and control.

• Institutional strategy: in our social pandemic framework, the component of institutional strategy
institutionalizes all the activities associated with pandemic management and provides the core
strategies that are to be distributed across and beyond all aspects of the framework.

The implications of using this framework are yet to be realized, but the following are some
possible implications:

• It provides a high-level strategic model for the management of social media impact and pandemic
emergency management in universities and colleges.

• It can be used as a strategic decision-making tool for the analysis of gaps and inefficiencies of the
social media plans deployed and the challenges to pandemic management.

• It sets a concrete ‘big data’ and analytics framework for the specification of particular metrics and
key performance indicators for measuring the impact of social media in universities.

• It integrates social and technological aspects in a manner that permits the enhancement of higher
education’s sustainability and resilience.
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• It is directly linked to future sustainability and economic feasibility studies for the transition of
education from face-to-face to online.

• It provides a methodological approach to higher education administrators of proactive actions for
the management of future pandemic emergencies.

• It justifies value delivery on the basis of detailed empirical data and it is tested with data and
methods from a well-established leading academic university, KAU.

• It proves that the integration of social media governance in higher education institutions leverages
their capacity to deal effectively with unforeseen, situations.

• It initiates scientific discussion on the impact of social media on the efficiency of modern academic
institutions [22].

• It can serve as a first step toward standardization of social media’s impact in universities.
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Figure 12. KAU Pandemic Framework: a benchmark for the strategic impact of social media toward
pandemic management in higher education institutions.

The KAU Pandemic Framework can be a reference decision-making tool for different types of
stakeholders. For higher education administrators provides a holistic, high-level, abstract, strategic
tool for designing, implementing, monitoring and adjusting social media strategies for pandemic
management. The philosophy also of the model can be adopted to other type of crisis that need to
be handled at an institutional wide context. It incorporates significant institutional objectives and
milestones that should be achieved through the orchestration of managerial capabilities. For faculty and
teachers, provides a roadmap, for resolving issues and challenges, with the agreement of administration
and with the provision of sustainable education and community responsibility. In this work we did
not emphasized in the core aspect of delivering education in the context of pandemic since we run in
parallel a complementary research especially focused on the transition from offline to online training.
It is also a significant framework for students and trainees, since, offers a real time mechanism for the
interpretation of student’s perception for crisis and their support with trusted learning, content and
community bond.

It is intended to provide a systematic tool for policymaking and crisis management in higher
education institutions through strategic management of social media. We intend to enrich and to update
further the KAU Pandemic Framework with emphasis on its decision-making capability. Our future
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research contribution will focus on the justification of a number of Key Performance Indicators for the
measurement of the social media utilization and social media resilience towards the achievement of
institutional objectives and milestones in the context of crisis.

One of the key characteristics of the framework is its flexibility and adoptability. It sets a unified
framework for designing and implementing higher education administration strategies for social
media and crisis management and at the same moment serve as a policy making master document.
In the future, we intend to operationalize the five pillars of our framework with an integrated big data
ecosystem for the measuring of the social media impact in times of crisis.

We have also to emphasize that COVID-19 pandemic was used as a case study, while the proposed
framework can be used for the management of other types of crisis.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we introduced our proposed methodological framework, the KAU Pandemic
Framework, to deal with the pandemic of COVID-19. The KAU Pandemic Framework integrates
five pillars of strategic adoption of social media: social media governance; social media resilience;
social media utilization; decision-making capability; and institutional strategy. Our research study
can be used as a benchmark for relevant studies worldwide on the analysis of pandemic emergency
management strategies in colleges and universities. Moreover, our methodological approach can be
adopted for the delivery of similar methods in other institutions. Our three-tier, mixed-method research
approach deploys statistical analysis of instructional social media data, together with interviews and a
questionnaire that can be deployed as best practice.

In this complicated context of pandemic emergency communication and social media impact, to
the best of our knowledge this study represents the first analysis of an ongoing research approach
that will integrate more data and testing in future. Given the spread of COVID-19 worldwide, we are
expecting a major increase in the body of scientific literature on this research domain and new insights
from contributors all over the world.

The main limitation of our study is related to the analysis of KAU social media strategy for
the pandemic management without analysis of worldwide benchmarks from other institutions. It is
evident though that this is one of the first efforts worldwide to document, analyze, and justify the
aspects of an integrated social media strategy in universities and colleges. This will be the objective of
a newly undertaken research for the update of our framework with the analysis of data available from
desktop research, as the relevant literature of the domain will grow over the next couple of years.

In our future research directions, we intend both to analyze in depth the key aspects of the
institutional transition to online delivery by KAU and to understand the micro- and macro-economic
implications. Finally, we intend to enrich our methodological framework with a novel set of 50 key
performance indicators for pandemic management and social media impact for higher education
institutions [23].

We need also to highlight some key conclusions out of this research related also to the critical
literature review and research study we conducted. First, social media provides a flexible, autonomous,
and direct way of online communication that permits the distribution of trusted content and guidelines
for policy making [24]. One of the key conclusions is that social media governance is an integrative pillar
of our framework. There are critical aspects of this governance that need further elaboration with key
issues related to code of ethics, trust, and data resilience. This means that academic institutions should
cultivate a transparent, ubiquitous social media governance across and within their contexts.

Another significant conclusion is that our framework enhances higher education decision- making
capabilities. The integration of various pillars, and critical value adding components, highlights the
need for total quality management over social media strategies. The contribution of our work is a
first step towards the development of a sophisticated ecosystem for critical success factors, and key
performance indicators for education and social media sustainability in times of pandemic. We also
highlight that the lessons learnt through this process offer significant value for the post-COVID-19
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period, and make this research relevant in a greater and broader context: the case of the COVID-19
pandemic must be considered as a case study with global features for a variety of other kinds of crises.
Thus, we do believe that the contribution of our work expands significantly the short and midterm of
COVID-19 pandemic.

Another significant conclusion of our research is that crisis management in higher education is a bold
response of university social responsibility (USR) principles [25]. The pandemic management and the
strategic use of social media for this purpose, prove that universities serve their stakeholders according
to social responsibility principles with main emphasis to be paid on the educational sustainability.

Finally, our research promotes key ideas for the role of education for sustainable development [26].
The cultivation of principles, decision support systems, and ecosystems of data analysis for responding
to challenges during crisis must be understood as key aspects of higher education administration
priorities [27]. Very shortly, we will also communicate the findings of our complementary research
about the key issues of the transition of education in KAU from classroom-based to online. Then we will
also update our framework presented in this study with a technology enhanced learning framework
for education sustainability in times of pandemics.
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